SLT Meeting 11/14
Attendance: Priscilla Willingham, Yolanda Gooden-Labran, Crystal Briley, Nikia Graham, Julie
Soto Pendleton, Margaret Daly, Makeda Johnson, Morghana Cofield, Deborah Ali, Teresa
Kelso, Tarasha Williams, Jacqueline Madry, Sherika Kemp, Venita Hood
Celebrations were shared
Committee Reports:
Math committee did a school-wide walk through. Looked for problem solving strategies,
differentiated groups, anchor charts, objectives with standards, real life applications,
manipulatives to see alignment across K-5. 85% of classrooms had everything visible. Quarter 1
Assessments are rapping up and data is being analyzed. Trying to stay on target for CMS
pacing guide.
Literacy committee- did not meet past week, but will meet next month. Johnson met with all
grade levels. All grade levels in Module/Unit 2. Supplies gotten for modules 2-4. Walkthroughs
coming to look for differentiation. Feedback will be given.
Caring Schools Committee:
-Parent engagement- Tuesday night will be Karaoke night. Parents will receive a free turkey
with sides. Parents coming to holiday luncheon on Nov 21st.
-Social- Staff potluck coming up on the 22nd.
-PTA- Wrapping up first fundraiser of the year. Holiday store will be setting up soon. Looking at
the second week in December. Looking forward to future activities coming up.
Encourage parents to sign up as CMS volunteer when they come in
Updating IEPs as we go. New inclusion student in 5th grade, moving more 5th graders to
inclusion for co-teaching. Majority of students in 4th grade will also be moving to inclusion as
their annual reviews come up. No current candidates for other EC position. Mrs. White filling in
for that position currently. Unsure of how that will work with EVAAS. 29 current EC students,
increase from 23 last year.
TSI- No updates on indicators. Time is coming for evidence to be inputted into the folder. Cherry
will instruct teachers during MTSS.
Jimenez filling in for the next 10 days for Dr. Boyd.
Parent concern- Instability for children because of multiple interim principals

